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Aegis Capital is pleased to announce the hiring of Team of Keith Michelfelder and
Anthony Lubrano as Managing Directors of Investments.
New York, NY Aegis Capital August 20, 2012, Aegis Capital is pleased to announce the hiring of
Michelfelder and Lubrano as Managing Directors. The team has annually achieved over onemillion in gross revenue.
Keith Michelfelder entered the securities industry in 1998, where he got registered with Joseph
Gunnar as an account executive. Keith rose over the next 14 years to Managing Director at
Gunnar. Keith services the high net worth private cliental and services offering a diverse
investment selection. Keith went to college at Allegheny College, where he received his BA.
Keith has obtained in the securities industry his series 7, 63, 24, 65, Life Insurance licenses.
Anthony Lubrano entered the securities industry in 1998 and spent the past 5 years at Joseph
Gunnar, where he rose to Managing Director. Anthony provides Private Client Services to a high
net worth cliental. His clients are nationwide and maintain diverse holdings. Anthony currently
holds the following security licenses; Series 7, 63 and 55.
Robert Eide Aegis Capital CEO commented; “We are pleased that Anthony and Keith chose Aegis
Capital to service their clients”. “We look forward to assisting the team in finding
comprehensive solutions for their customers”.
Aegis Capitals Head of Business Development Phillip Michals Commented; “Keith and Anthony
looked for an independent and entrepreneurial platform and were excited that they chose Aegis
Capital to assist them during this phase of their business.”“ Our platform provides the flexibility
and services that Keith and Anthony necessitate in building their practices to the next level”.
About Aegis- Aegis Capital has been in business for the past 28 years and maintains a conflict
free service platform catering to the needs of private clients, institutions and corporations.
Aegis Capital Corporation was founded in 1984 by, the current CEO and Chairman. Aegis origins
were based on servicing the specific needs of an extremely affluent customer base. Today,
we have become a premiere full-service investment banking firm with fourteen locations and
employees stretching from Florida to Rochester, NY. We have clients in all 50 states and
overseas. Aegis has been able to bring quality service through its clearing relationships of
Penson and JP Morgan.
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